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KILL THE DEATH TAX
The Federal unified estate and gift tax (a.k.a. the
Death Tax)
The Federal government imposes a unified estate
and gift tax on transfers of property by lifetime gift or
at death, above certain exempt amounts. (See Chart
1.) The rates are graduated. Prior to the Economic
Growth and Tax Reconciliation Act of 2001, the
bottom marginal tax rates were offset by a credit
(exempting the first $625,000 of an estate in 2001),
but once the estate reached taxable levels, the tax

rates started at 37%. The estate tax had a flat top rate
of 55% on the largest estates. (The lower graduated
tax rates on estates below $3 million were offset by a
higher rate of 60% — i.e., 55% plus a 5% surtax —
applied to estates between $10 million and $17.184
million). Beneficiaries were allowed a "step-up in
basis" for future capital gains on inherited assets.
That is, their acquisition price was assumed to be the
market value of the assets at the death of the decedent
(or at the time of receipt by the beneficiary), rather
than the original purchase price of the decedent. This
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effectively prevented the double taxation of the asset
by the capital gains tax as well as the estate tax.

from the decedent. The GST rate is equivalent to
imposing a 45% tax on the estate as if it had gone to
a child, and then imposing another 45% rate on the
remaining 55% of the estate as if it had gone from the
child to the grandchild. Congress didn’t want to miss
out on any potential revenue by letting anyone’s death
go untaxed! In 2007, the combined GST/death tax
rate can reach nearly 70% (69.75%, to be exact). (See
Chart 2.) Prior to the 2001 Tax Act, the top rate with
the GST was just under 80% (79.75%, to be exact).

The 2001 Tax Act provided for a gradual
lowering of the tax’s top rate, an increase in the
credit, and the elimination of the 5% surtax. In 2007,
the top marginal rate is 45%, and the amount of estate
exempted from the estate tax is $2 million (but the
exemption for the gift tax is only $1 million). Under
the 2001 Tax Act, the estate tax (but not the gift tax
portion) will vanish in 2010, but it will reappear in
2011 – at the old, extremely high rates – as the 2001
Tax Act sunsets, unless the Congress votes to extend
the 2001 provisions. In 2010, beneficiaries will lose
the step-up in basis. It will be replaced by a capital
gains basis adjustment of $1.3 million per estate, plus
$3 million for a surviving spouse.

Saving or working to add to an estate brings
higher tax rates
Suppose that a near-to retirement, self-employed,
upper-middle income couple, in the next-to-the-top
rate tax bracket, were thinking of working an extra
year just to add to an estate. Prior to the 2001 Tax
Act, their federal income tax rate would have been
35%, and their combined federal and state income,
payroll and estate tax rates could have easily exceeded
78% (or even 90% with the GST). That produced
quite an incentive to retire instead of continuing to

Generation skipping tax
There is an added tax, called the generation
skipping tax (GST), if a bequest goes to a grandchild
or other relative more than one generation removed
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Chart 3
U.S. Death Tax Rate Among World's Highest
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work or to reinvest interest or dividends in an estate.
In 2007, the same worker in the current 33% bracket
would face tax rates of over 72% (nearly 85% with
GST). (See Chart 2.) These rates are scheduled to
rebound to the pre-2001 rates in 2011.

than income that is used for consumption. The
income tax raises the cost of saving by more than the
cost of consuming, and tilts behavior away from
saving. There are at least four layers of possible tax
on income that is saved.

The U.S. death tax rate among highest of industrial
nations

• 1) Income is taxed when first earned. If you use
the after-tax income to buy food, clothing, or a
television, you can generally eat, stay warm, and
enjoy the entertainment with no additional
federal tax (except for a few federal excise
taxes).

Chart 3 shows that the United States death tax
rate is one of the highest in the world. Many leading
nations have no death tax, including three of the bigfour emerging tigers, Russia, China, and India. Brazil
has a top estate tax rate of 4%. Some of the other
nations without estate taxes include Canada, Mexico,
Sweden, Australia, and New Zealand.1

• 2) But if you buy a bond or stock or invest in a
small business with that after-tax income there is
another layer of personal income tax on the
stream of interest, dividends, profits, or capital
gains received on the saving (which is a tax on
the "enjoyment" that you "buy" when you save).

An added tax on capital formation
The U.S. tax system punishes the saving and
investment that creates jobs and makes the country
grow. Income that is saved is taxed more heavily

• 3) If the saving is in corporate stock, there is
also the corporate tax to be paid before any
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Death tax, killer of growth and killer of revenue
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This paper was originally presented at the American Family Business Institute’s Media Briefing and Seminar in
Durham, New Hampshire on September 5, 2007.
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